
When the drilling gets tough, Hunting HXT drill pipe is 
just getting started. That’s because HXT is engineered to 
be the toughest, longest-lasting pipe you’ll ever drill with. 
Which is a pretty big statement, coming from the company 
that’s been building drill pipe to the toughest standards in 
the industry for decades.

• Engineered and designed to fit 24,000 lb to 120,000 lb 
 rigs with torque ranges of 3,300 ft/lb to 18,000 ft/lb

• Patented double-shoulder design can stand up to 
 more torque than any other pipe in its class

• Rugged, industry-exclusive thread design can handle 
 more load than any other pipe in its class

• Largest inner diameter in its class produces the 
 increased fluid flow that large backreaming bores and 
 mud motor applications demand

• Durable one-piece forged design eliminates joints and 
 welds—the number-one source of pipe failure in 
 competitive designs

• Crafted from a proprietary I-135 steel alloy that’s 
 engineered for durability and flexibility

• A full range of adapters and transition subs are avail
 able, so you can convert to long-lasting HXT pipe with
 out reinvesting in downhole tools

• Hunting manufactures a full system of HXT downhole 
 components—including saver subs, drive chucks, 
 and drill pipe—that work together to give you the 
 most productive bore possible

• Designed, manufactured, and tested by the 
 company that’s been producing drill pipe longer 
 than anyone else

Interlocking Radial Shoulder – The positive 
locking shoulder increases bearing surface and 
reduces flaring of the box over conventional and 
OEM shoulder designs.

Load Flank Hooked threads – Offers increased 
torque capabilities verses typical HDD threads by 
reducing eccentric loading on the box.

HXT thread design – Allows for increased 
fluid flow capabilities.

Hunting HXT drill pipe is designed and 
manufactured to fit most makes and models 
of HDD including Ditch Witch®, Vermeer®, 
American Augers®, Astec Underground®, 
Universal HD™ and others. Please contact 
Hunting Trenchless for detailed specifications 
regarding Hunting Trenchless pipe products 
for your HDD equipment.
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